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Meal plan no longer·'mdndatory'
by Diane Taylor
Managing editor

Resident students, formerly forced to buy a -mandatory meal plan,
may no longer ·have to eat ·on campus.
In a letter to all resident students
Tuesday UCF's admjnistration an.nounced that: students may now
withdraw from the meal p~an for the
remainder of the spring semester.
This ·is one of five changes that
will be implemented, according to

the letter sent by Dick Scott, director of Auxiliary Servic~s.
.
To withdraw or "opt out" of the
meal plan, students must fill out a
Request for Release form .from the
Housing Office of Auxiliary Services Office. Students under 18
must get pa.rental approval to
withdraw from the program.
·
The applications will be reviewed
by a three-member . committee appointed by President Colbourn. The
committee will include a ~tudent
representative froll). the I~ter Hall

Council, a representatiye from Stu- Food Service will pay for the prodent Affairs and one from Business gram this semester.
. Higher cost entrees will also be ofAffairs.
fered dUring the semester. For .in. · There will be a
processing fee stance, dinners may include steak
and lobster, depending on the
for students opting out. .
Other revisions wiU included ex-· number of students who stay on the
tending food service operatiOD: hours meal plan, Colbourn said.
on weekends. Brunch will be from 11
. a.m. to 1:30 p.m., and .dinner from
Beginning Feb. 15, meal tickets
4:45 to 6:30 p.m. on Saturdays and may be redeemed in the Knights
Sundays.
Den Snack Bar and the Student Ser· ·
Meals will also be scheduled dur- vices Snack Bar in addition to the
ing finals week. The University
Meals, page 12
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New UCF athletic facilit\t
on drawing board
by Elizabeth M. ·P erkins
Future start

Plans are being laid for a new
athletic facility which will house all
the athletic offices, training and ex·
ercise rooms and a rehabilitation
center.
About $926,500 will' be taken out
of the Capi~al . lmprovement Fund to
construct the facility.
- The building will ·also contain 92
lockers and showers for both men
and women, a storage room and a
small laundry.

" TLe new c·omplex wHJ be ahle. to
_onr;olidate the sport.s into one
building.' '
Don Jonas
U CF football coach

According to Robert Webb, director of Facilities Planning, the opening is estimated for either October
or November. When the plans Pre
completed, .construction bids will be
~~cepted sometime in April, but con; struction won't. begin until May or
JU:ne.

Webb said that there is a tremendous need for such a facility. ''We
have no proper facilities for our
athletic teams. We have the department" ·in four different places . and
it's very cramped.' '.
.
·The athletic department offices
are currently located in the fine arts
building, education building, and
the recreational services and
physical education support
buildings.
Men's basketball coach Torchy
Clark said·, "I think it's great for the
university. Jt will help the soccer,
baseball and football teams, but I
hope the'y, don't move me. I work out
Ji the gym and my office is here.''
. Football coach Don Jonas said,
''There is no question about it. The
new ·complex will be .able to consolidate , the sports into one
building.''. As an example, he said
that the building will have a dressing room large enou·g h for both the
football and soccer teams to dress at
the same time.
The new facility is just the first
part of a three-phase project.
Meeting rooms, and an auditorium
for showing films are also being
planned for future phases.

A hypnotizing

effect.~

Mike Brach/Future

In his Wednesday sh~w, hypnotjst Tom DeLuca convinces· UCF
volunteers they should huddle together for warmth in a 70° room.

Frozen solid

Stu~ent body _
president freezes accounts of .two resid-ent centers .

by Mike Griffin

made by the branch campus. Heine·
had been notified by the Office of
Pllrchasing that six purchase orders
Student body PreEJident George· · had been received from the South
Chandler issued a freeze on the Orlando campus. ·
·
budgets of both South Orlando and
The purchase orders·· were submitDaytona Beach resident centers ted by ·Rob Rotter, student chairbecaU:se their Student Government man of the South Orlando SG A.
AssociRtions failed to follow ' 'pro- Rotter is also a student senator
per purchasing procedures.''
representing the resident center. AcChandler said Wednesday that he cording to Heine, the purchase
will not lift the freeze "until. they orders totaled about $2,250. This
(South Orlando and Daytona Beach) figure included $459 for a camera
are willing t o follow proper pro- and over $900 for various photo
cedures."
·
equipment. The rest of the money,
Chandler ·froze South Orlando's about $890, was ear-marked for the
funds Tuesday after receiving word purchase of a typewriter.
_
from SG Accountant Ray Heine
Chandler's action came in time to
t hat an excess of purchases were prevent . the actual purchase of the

Future staff

.photo equipment and the ·
ty.i>ewriter, but the camera had
already been paid for. He said that .
the camera's · purchase will not be
negated. "I don't want to shaft a
businessman who dealt ·with the
university in good ·faith," Chandler
said. "I don't want to damage the
uni-yersity 's integrity." ·
Rotter purchased the camera at
FI:ank's Photo Supply & Gallery,
1825 Edgewater Drive. Rotter said
the camera and photo equipment
were needed for ' 'advertising and
promotion of the the South Orlando
campus.' '
Chandler said t he freeze did not
come as a punitive measure ~or unwise purchases, but because the pur-

chases were not cleared before hand .
"Although I think he (Rotter) will
have a . hard time justifyiilg a
camera, I believe Rob could justify
the need for a typewriter-the point
is he didn't," Chandler explained. .
Chandler said purchases with SG
funds ~ust follow a thr~step process.
First, the person must sign a requisition. Second, the director of. th~
branch campus, in this case Dr.
Richard Harden, must sign the requisition. According to Chandler
and Heine, this step is.designed as a
courtesy to the · branch campus
directors "To ensure that the
associations aren't duplicating proFreeze, page 12
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AT A. GLANCE
EVENTS

The UCF Marketing Association is sponsoring the third annual "In the
Heart of the Night" dance, a fund raiser for the American Heart Association. It will be at the Park Avenue Club, Highway 441, and begins at 7:30
p.m. Total value of prizes available to ·supporters will exceed $3,500.
Ticket sales will be highlighted by a kickoff party today from 10:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Kiosk. Entertainment will be.provided by Trans Atlantique.
The highlight of the kickoff party will be an attempt to break the world's
record for the greatest number of people on a waterbed.
Donation tickets of '$5 are available at the Kiosk, from any Marketing
AssociatiOn member, UCF Centralized Services, and all major ticket
outlets. Tickets will be $5.50 at the door .

•••

Dr. Arthur Schawlow, winner of the 1981 Nobel Prize in p)iysics, will conduct a seminar for faculty, students and the public on Feb. 2 at UCF at 2
p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.
The subject of his talk will be laser technology. It is based on the acceptance speech he gave in Stockholm, Sweden last fall at the Nobel Prize
awards. ·
• • e
The UCF Biology Club will be having an organizational meeting on Feb. 3
fr'om 2 p.m. in BL 215. All interested students are welcome. ElectiOns will
be held.

•••

•

The Student Center is sponsoring a two-hour skin care clinic on Feb. 9, (10
a.m. - noon), and another clinic on Feb. 10, (7 p.m. - 9 p.m.) in the·Student
Center.
Pre-registration at the Student Center Main Desk is preferred. Class
·
space is limited :

UpdATE
Florida Sen. Jack Gordon, D-Miami, is sponsoring a bi~ granting
fellowships to all student members of the Board of Regents, afyer compl€tion of their one-year terms.
Four former. regents; and UCF student regent James Blount, will receive
$5,000 to continue their educati9n if the bill passes.
The fellowships, granted through the Department of Education, must be
used within five years after award of the grants:

Thepriee
ofstyle .
.has just eo111e.

·

. ao~n:

Save $20 or more on SILADIUM®
College Rings ••• now only $84.95.
SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's
stainless.
·
Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representatiYe.

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the fall .
But hurry on over . .. this sale
runs for a limited
time only.

Azeem Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair analysis

OPEN
9-5 Tues. - Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

WEARE HERE

i:<
CURRY FORD ROAD

No Gratuities Please

7213 Curry .F ord Rd.
·
OrlandQ

273-1313

@REDKEN®

,,,.~, ~.:~:~,:~.~.:~:~ct
~
- ':.i1

~e

OFFERING DU STY LES OF
CUSTOM CURRICULPM SIDES

INCLUDING:
BUSINESS• ENGINEERING•COMPl TER SCIENCE
<CRIMINAL JUSTICE•COMMUNICA TIO NS
PSYCHOLOGY• POLITICAL SCIENCE

VILLAGE CENTER
10 - 3
Mon - Fri
next .week

~

>

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
All You Can Eat

Salad Bar with
Mini Cheese Pizza
$2.50 (12·3 p.m.)

I
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Univers.ity .phone system ·
saves money but confusing
by Gale M. Evans
future lfaff
/

Mike Brach/Future

Operator Agnes Turgeon works on UCF's newb i~st8lled phone system.
Anyone needing assistance on the system can simply dial ·the operator for
information.

.Second doctoral program

..approved for engineering .
'

by Kathleen G. Foronda
News Editor

.

average and score of 1000 on the
Graduate Record Exam(GRE) are
qecessary.
A. "qualifying . exam" is administered to each student.
Mathews said this exam is written
by UCF faculty and is graded on a
pass/fail basis. The test determines
whether or not the student is
Ci1:lalified for doctoral level work.
To complete the doctoral progi:am,
students are required to have 84
semester "hours .beyond the
Bachelor's degree.
Once the student begins work for
his dissertation, he is under the
direct supervision of one faculty
member and three others who
review his work, said Mathews.
"MoviJ?.g into the Ph.D. program

Being accidentally cut' off or finding yourself on hold for 15 minutes
are common prQblems experienced
by both students and faculty when
they use UCF's new phone system.
According to Bill Morris, UCF's
.operations analyst, the new system
was purchased to save money. The
old system, rented from Southern
Bell, was costing $275,000 a year
and was expected to increase by
$6,000 last December. Morris also
said that Southern Bell was projected to raise its prices much higher
in future years.
The · university bought the · new
system for $1.5 million from the
ROLM company and payments will
be completed in about 10 years, Mor~
ris says.
In addition to the money saved,
Morris says the new phones have
many options that the old phones
did not have. One is the Camp-On .
feature. If a line is busy, the caller
simply presses · a sequence of
numbers and the phQne will signal
(by ringing) that the busy party has
hung up.
However, .there have been com-

plaints about the complexity of the ·
codes that have to be punched for
the new features to work. Receptionists say it's hard to tell whether
a line is being used, and that the
tangle of beeps and tones used in the
codes is_frustrating. Yet most receptionists say that despite its faults,
the new system will be better in the
long run because of its special
features .
Verna Anderson, Bookstore receptionist, added, ''The tones for the
different calls are hard to tell apart
at first, but you learn how."
''There were problems in the
phone system, but the ROLM people have ~ent over bac~ards to
help,''added Sybil Haveard, accounting department·secretary .
Also ·a ffected by the phone change
are the students who live on campus. The new system prevents them
from making long distance calls
from dormitory rooms. Public
phones have been -installed in the
hallways, however.
·
"I think it is a pain," says resident Susan Brase, "not only because
you have to make private · phone
calls in a public hallway, but also
because collect calls cost more than
dialing direct.''

UCF's second free standing doctoral program is being implemented ·
by the College of Engineering this
term. The College of Computer
Science offers the other doctoral program at the university.
A free-standing program grants .
the university the authority to
HAIR HORIZONS
award a doctoral degree. ·
"The natural way to beautiful. hair and nails"
According to Dr. Bruce Mathews,
FULL SERVICE SALON
coordinator of the engineering doc-'
torate program, the Board of
. Men Style Cut
Regents approved the program in
(complete) $8.50
December.
Complimentary Wine
''The process for getting the new
Casselton Corners
program was two~fold. First, we
Mon.·Fri. 9:00·7:00
· 1039 N. Semoran Blvd.
Sat. 9:00-6:00
needed permission to plan the proWinter Park, Fl.
W alk·ins Welcome
gram and then got authorization to
678-1013
Doc~oral, page 10
implement it," Mathews said. It .
took about 11/2 years -to coordinate, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
he said.
"The College of Enginet;ring did
not receive any additional funds to
initiate the program," · Mathews
said. ''As the program develops,
then it will generate its own
resources."
Seventeen students are now
enrolled in the program, which offers options jn electrical,
mechanical, industrial and environmental engineering. .
"We expect to implement two
ot her options (civil ·engineering and .
mathematical c9mputer systems)
within two years,'' he said.
An applicant is required -to'have a
· master's degree in one of the options
or something. closely related. .
General graduate student re·quirements of a 3.0 grade point

NEW HAMPSHIRE
&

VERMONT
MARCH 11-19
*289.00 ~ ear
or *489.00 by plane
INCLUDES:

CALL: 339-2973

r--------------------------,
SAVE WITH STYLE!!! .
'
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Rape suspect still at large

I

I
I

.

Clip & Save 10% With This Coupon
And Your U.C.F. LD.!!

:

anybody we feel is the attacker."
. Blanton explained that they will
pursue the case until the suspect is
caught.
Since the incident, police report
they have had no problems on the
trail which was recently reopened.

There are no new leads in the in·
vestigation of the January 4 rape on
the exercise trail.
I
:': ;:;: : a;,,,. ,·· ,
Although the University Police
have had numerous tips and phone
calls, the attacker still remains at
W
·"
large. "We are folllowing up on
I Hwy. 50 just W. of Alafaya Tr. (Fairway Shopping Center) I every phone call," said Lt. Thomas
Blanton, "but so far no one has mat·
L------------------~-------~ ched
the description. We still have
some leads that we are trying to run
University Hills Dupl~x Villas
down, but we haven't come up with

MISTEltB's HAIRSTYLING t

!

~~EK~l::T~~-~~~.~-5 ~~~~8015

!

a,-·: :

JYJ-I.ALF
OEA -BRANQ~
~WJ)~--~'. LEX VILLA
- RENT

Any · information regarding the
rape should be directed to the
University Police Department
X2429.

Trailers to be used in renovation

~-

material and displaced library staff
member's once the renovation
begins. He said the decision was
made by UCF's space committee.
"We hope they will be temporary.
We don't intend to keep them,"
J uge said. The buildings are prese_ntly located beside the new portable
classroom buildings. However, no
decisions have been made as to
where the trailers will actually be
stationed.
~

The unjversity has acquired four
trailers that will be used during
library renovation, according to Dr.
Frank J uge, associate vice president
for academic affairs.
.. ''We got those as a surplus from
another state agency," Juge said.
He said that the Florida Farm·
Bureau sold the trailers to UCF for
$7,000 each.
J uge said the buildings will be used for storage of audio-visual

v Walking Distanl'e to UCP.
v 2 BPdroom, 2 Bath
v CPntral Air
v CBS Block BetwPen Units
v Asking $.38,000
v Rentals Available From Investors
v Undergt-ound Utilities

Call: 273-1241 I :30 to 6 425-2600 Anytime

'ltJARKETJ-LACE
for sale
f
I

Fuji S-125 12 speed 21" frame, blue wt toe
straps, citadel lock; zefal pump. Ridden less than
100 miles. $395. 273-7454, Bailey.
I'
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS
I
Vans, Trucks. Many sell for under $200. For in·I
formation on purchasing similar bargains, call'
602-998-0575 Ext. 8587. Phone call refundable. ·

---

.

I

.

help W ant e d ·

I

----

I Part-time, earn big income plus bonuses as an in·

Stereo, Realistic AM/FM stereo wt stereo cass. dependent dealer selling an auto emergency road
a.nd 8-track. One piece unit w/ BSR turntable, hi I kit. Total investment $36. Write for information
filter, AFC, and loudness functions, dual recording I to: Manager, P.Q. Box 21161, Seattle, WA 98111.
meters and controls. Complete recording ver·
---satility w/ 2 spkrs. Unit is on campus. Asking I Have you ever flown an airplane? If not, try yo~$150. Call Jeff, 29~·2051. ·
·
I hand at one of the world's most sophisticated
flight simulators. Subjects from 18-28 needed for
GE washer and dryer. Like new condition. $400. experiment within next few months. U!hr. plus
Call 275-7355.
I reimbursement for 1-hr: travel. Please contact
---I Karen Thomley nr Dan Sheppard at 277 -5356 on
'67 VW van: completely rebuilt engine, clutch, weekdays from 9-4.
fron end, & brakes. Exe. tires & int. $1500. 647-I
---7579 after 6 PM.
I WANTED: GRADUATES OR GRADUATING SENIORS
TO BE TOUR GUIDES for school groups visiting
1978 Honda 550-~, lugg~ge rack, two Shoei Disney World. Needed. friendly personality, avail.
helmets, 23,000 miles. Asking $1200 or best of· I 4 days in a row. Super pay!!! No exp. necessary.
f~r. 1979 Robler & Cambell French provincial I CALL TOLL FREE, 800-631-2241.
piano, $800 or best offer. Sofa bed, like new,
____
$150. Call Jose after 7:30 PM or on weekends at Pt..time homecleaners needed 10 to 20 hrs. per
275-7614.
wk. Must have high school diploma trans. and
phone. Can earn up to ~4· per hr. within 1st 3 mo.
By owner. Chickasaw Woods 3/2 home on quiet Call 671-7463 for details.
cul-de-sac. Great room, lg. kitchen w/ pass-thru I
bar, 26.7 x 12 covered patio, fenced yard, ceiling I
fans, ~~place. 12· mi. to UCF. Assumable 10%
~
Call 273-6245 for info or weekend appt.
.

----

I

----

·I
I
I
I

• mlll!" -

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

r-- - - - - - - - - - - ,
I
f .Of rent
.
"'."'9

t

f 00ffiffia te_s ·

12-bdrm. 2-bath furn. condo. Located in Fern Park
(about 10 mi. from UCFJ. Newly decorated. Pool,
I laundry facilities. $360fmo. Call 831-7707 after 6
Female roommate wanted to share an apartment PM.
in Haystack. Call 277-1672.
I
· ·
·

Wanted

I Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.

·

Contemporary mai"hing couch & chair, solid I See for yourself •• local Amway distrib. are enbeige, ideal for apartment use. $200 or. best offer. I joying extra income. We show you how. Ph. for in·
Phone after 5:30 PM, 695·2417.
.
terview. 859-9221.
·

.

I EXPERT. TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
I papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
I ·of spelling, p-ammar, punc. and editing included.
I Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
I Typing service avaiiable. 11 years experience.

1·----------~--...,--------------

1978.HondaCivic,lowmiles.Cleaninsideandout.,
Runs great. Call Dan, 275-4222.

~--

typists

Need a roommate? Have something to sell? For
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, & staff can ad· •
•
h M k
)
&
h h
verttse tn t e ar etp ace
reac t e campus
market. Ads must be submitted in person & paid
.f or at the time of placement. Call 275-2865 or stop
by the Business Office before noon the Monday
before the ad is to be run.

I

Female roommates needed . to share 2-br. I Oviedo .. new 3-bdrm. 192-bath 2-story, cedar
townhouse. $87.~0 & utilities. See Delories at deck, garage, convenient to bank, post office, an·d
3542 Khayyam Drive.
·
I shopping. $385/month or $130 each for 3 or $105
-each for 4. 365-5606.
Female neede<i now till March 18th. Low rent, nice
place. Ph. 841-5905.
Duplex for rent, '12 mile from UCF. 2-bedroom, 2·
---I bath. $3501month. Call 862·0733 for information.
Female roommate (non-smoker) to share 3-bdrm..
___ _
2-bth. apt. on 436 7 mi: from UCF. Need only I Furnished private room with phone and utiliti1:-s
bdrm. _furn. Present. residents male & female included. Some kitchen privii<?ges for 2 people.
(platonic). 3-way spht on rent ($120), elec., & s210 a month. Couple preferred. Will be required
phone. Ready for occupancy Feb. 1. Call 671· I t o ass1..
·-t mana ger occa s'ionally . F·ive miles north
2860
. of
·
I UCF in Oviedo. 365-5276.

I

I
I

____

.

I

Female to share 4-bdrm. house. 2 rms. for rent · I Stalls for rent, UCf ~~~~rea. $451month. full
$150 & $170 pays all. 10 min. to UCF. 671-88771 board avail. Ph. 365-7094.
before 4:00 PM.
I

I
Female roommate wanted. Nonsmoker to share I
luxury condo. 2-bdrm, 2-bath. New appliances and I
newly furnished. Seven miles from UCF. Call I
Carolann at 678-2536 Mon. and Wed. after 10
PM. Other days after 5 PM. $200 per month, 'Ii I
~~
I

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
$26(,
Furnished & Unfurnished
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

erv1·ces
S

I

Need credit? Get Visa-Master Card. No credit
check. Guaranteed! Free details: Creditline, Box
334-D, ~ye, NH 03870.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction o
spelling; grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
writers. Full-time staff, all have college degrees
24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - FAST - ACCURATE EDITING - DAY OR EVENING- 678-0241.

Social Science Research ·Services, P.O. Box 361,
Orlando, Florida 32802, 647-3059. Surve.Y
research, policy analysis, papers and briefs.
Licensed.

Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. experience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 6784360.

_._. _. ECONO-MOVE 896-9037 ,._,.__.
APTS MOVED FROM $69. HOMES FROM $99. Of.
FICE MOVING. LOCAL-LONG DISTANCE.

TYPING •• appearance counts in grading! Ex·
perienced typist · 1 mi. from campus · do all types
of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
Set. II. Marti, 365-6874 before 7:30 AM or after
5:30 PM or UCF X2811.

·*

BALLOONS
A great way to say I Love You or just Hi. Either - - - - - - - - - - - - - way you'll be happy you said it with helium. 1, 2,
or 3 dozen delivered by singing tuxedoed
messenger. Show you care. Call Balloonatics at
175-4593 or 275-4372 now. Fantastic rates!
_
I
Carpool, Ind. Harb. Bch. Thurs. 6-9, 773-0639.

carpooI

I
I
I

*

I
I-- - - - - - - ..._ - - ·- I
I
IQst&found

The Balloon Boom is Here!!!
Call Balloonatics for the finest in lighter than air
greetings. Your friend will love you for it. $10 per
detzen for an on-campus delivery. $15 up for off.
Call 275-4593 or 275-4372.
I I lost an expensive pair of prescriptio
sunglasses, vision 54112, Wed. night in Library
' I Jan. 20, '82: If found, please tum in to library ~
campus j)Ohce. Type/Optyl • Playboy • Austri
SLIDES. Make your next presentation something I frame 3013-10. They are mirror coated.
special. Twenty slides from your originals for I
$26.95. RUSH SERVICE AVAILABLE. 898-4770.
IPi~~~~~~ffi:im~~[fir.mffill

_

----

.

I

.

.

Gay Community Services of Central Florida of·
fering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
line with trained members & special activities. for
information call843·2750.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, l~w
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921
~REE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

gh:f":£oc
(C)@/inic
628-0405
1 oil I

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST,
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (8001 432-8517 ..
,------------~--

r('P

HOO .J IL '12..JtJ

I'll) SIC!-\\

\f \\ \C:ED
1117 :1

l ·~'\'l' •\111.lSlll ·:D

I Wanted to buy: cars under $1000. Call 277-5551 ,~----~~~~'
I after 5 PM.

,

.
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Keg parties may be criminal
by Mike West
Future start

According to Wallace, the law considers charging admission or selling
tickets to a party to cover the cost of
alcoholic beverages the same as selling each drink.
Wallace said the law defines such
action as "transfer of an item" and
states that when an item (a drink) is
trB:nsferred from one party to
another at cost to the latter, the
transaction is considered a sale.

Many fraternities sororities and
other campus organizations violate
the law everytime they have a keg
party or other functions at which
alcohol is consumed.
When an organization charges for
a cup of beer at a function, the
organization is in violation of a
Florida State statute, according to
Capt. Jack Wallace, supervisor of
the district .office of the state's Some parties, rush parties in par·
Alcoholic Beverage and Tobacco ticular, last will into the early mor·
Division.
ning hours or until the keg runs
A former president of Sigma dry.
Alpha Epsilon, the fraternity that
by its own slogan is the number one
"This is the way a lot of topless
partying group on campus, said that
fraternities do not often charge by bars in the area tried to get around
the cup. Instead they make a party the law-by making a large cover
goer pay an admission·at the door to charge and giving the liquor away
help pay for the alcohol.
free,'' ~aid Wallace.
1

wallace said that an organization

According to Sgt. Perry Kirkland,
also
of the Division of Alcoholic
can buy a temporary permit for $25
Beverage'
and Tobacco, a person
annually to sell alcoholic beverages,
but most organizations do not do who violates this statute faces a
$1000 fine or six months in jail.
this.
According to Wallace, even if an
organization gets a permit, they can·
not serve or sell the beverage later
than 12 a.m. and they cannot give li·
quor to students under 19 years old.

"The person normally charged is
the one who receives money to pay
for the alcohol or the person who
dispenses the beer," Kirkland said.

Some parties, rush parties in particular, last well into the early morn·
ing hours· or until the keg runs dry.

According to Kirkland, a few
fraternities in the Jacksonville area
have been raided recently and charg·
eel with violating this law.

The former president of SAE also
said that most fraternities get their
kegs of beer at the naval training
center in Orlando because it is tax
free and many local students have
access to the base.
W.allace said that it is illegal td
buy beer at the base and then to
distribute it elsewhere.

Kirkland also said that not many
private parties are raided simply
because the division does not have
enough officers to do so.
According to Wallace, "Most people just aren't aware of exactly what
the alcohol laws are and they don't
bother to find out.' '

What to know
a-b out ·beverage laws
It is unlawful to sell, give or
serve alcoholic beverages to
persons under 19 years old on
licensed premises.
Licenses to sell alcoholic
beverages are issued to persons
who are not less than 19 years
of age and who have good
moral character.

No alcoholic beverage may
be sold, consumed, served, or
permitted to be served or consumed in any place holding a
license between the hpurs of
midnight and 7 a.m. of the
foil owing day.

Alcoholic beverages must be
stored and sold on licensed
premises.

It is unlawful for persons
under 19 years old to possess
alcoholic beverages.

,/

!.'

i

"Alcoholic beverages" are all
beverages containing more
than one percent of alcohol by
weight.

It is unlawful to sell
alcoholic beverages without a
license.

/

Beer b.lessing

the Badger fans' rendition in two TV commercials and .Embsequently pledged' donations of more th~
Students at the University of Wi sconsi~ fell \nt.o $l5.000 t o the universit y.
a beer and bucks bonanza when they screamed out
Tap! Tap! Tapf Ready?
their own version of the Budweiser Beer song at
"There's no Disney like WaJt Disney, like no
football games: "When you say Wis-consin, you've
Disney we know . .. ''
~aid it all. 11 Budweiser liked the idea so much it used

Information compiled
from Florlda statutes,
1981. See related
editorial, page 19
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1F You LIKE BANKING

.

.

The Florida MBA:

MADE EASY
YOlPLL LOVE US

a rewarding challenge

The Citizens Bank Of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers·and ·
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T.M. building~ An to
·make banking easy for you.

· The As•ociate Dean and t'1e Ulrec, . tor of the MBA program from the University
of Florida Graduate School of Business will
be available . on campm~ to discuss the
F_lorlda M.BA program with interestef'.l

.

· students. You nee«I: ~ot be a business major
to apply; we particularly encourage students
· in liberal arts, science and engineering.

.

Everything you wiH ever ·
need from a·Fu.II service Bank-is
·. Yours at .. -..

•

Discover the ·Florida MBA challenge

· · Where:

When:

St~dent

Center Auditorium

10 am February 3, 1982

. .
.
.
..
.
156 GENEVA DRIVE • -P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORID~ 32765

®

(305) 365 '."6611

MEMB.ER FDIC

••
••
••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
••·
•
••

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
l'l AM to 7 PM. ·
2-FOR-1 DRINKS
$1 o ·F F ON PITCHERS

..

•

.

'

.:¥2 BIG SCREENS-- ¥·:

•e
••

MONDAY••••••••••
•Pool Tournament• Cash Prizes
.•Quad Night $1.75

11599 E. COLONIAL DR.
ORCANDO, Fl.

•

%73 ·9600

•••
•
:

e
•

••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
•••
•
•

•

ORLANDO, Ft.A.

WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening
· 2 For 1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers

SONDAY•••••••••••• .
•HAPPYHOUR
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
· $1 Off Pitchers

•

:
•

TUESDAY••••••••••
•Drink.or ·Drown
8PMto 12PM
· Girls ·$3/Guys $5 ,
AUYou Can Drink!

THURSDAY.•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for Ladies

•

CONCERT---------------

R'I CK DERRINGER·
.

(Wed. only .- Feb. 3rd)
- $3.00 with UCF Student ID
$5.00 without ID

•
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Transatlantique plays against the odds
arrangements and playing on the
record.
Most people don't realize the problems faced by emerging groups today. The job schedule is unpredic·
L.able-they may work every night
for several months straight, then
go a month without any bookings.
They receive no conventional
benefits such as health insurance,
accident compensation or paid sick
leave.
Most significantly, the group
members are not autonomous. If a
member gets sick, the band can't
hire someone to take his place.
Recently, keyboard player Mick
Gaworecki was very ill and the
band was out of work for a month.
The risk of failure is present in
every career, although in music it
seems more pronounced, more
devastating. It is accepted as an
inevitable fact of life.
Yet, Kubik says, "On stage-1 am
energy driven by the f~back from
the audience. There is no feeling
like it. It is ... ineffable."
Kubik, whose earlier dreams of
going to medical school were
forgotten once he became
''smitten'' by the art of creating
music, sums it up: "Music is a
strange career. It takes total involvement to make it work, and
.even then there's no guarantee."

by Tracy Hodges
Future staff

He has a fever, his throat feels
raspy and dry and he feels so dizzy
he might pass out. He'd rather be
at home in bed-as anyone else
would be-but he can't. He's a
musician.
Neil Kubik, bass player and lead
singer for Orlando band Transatlantique, said: ''People don't
consider 'this work, but it' is and it
expends a lot of energy. Even when
you 're 'depressed or sick, you can't
show it onstage. ·

Transatlantique is a tight-knit,
versatile band that plays what it
wants-what it feels is quality
music. When playing songs by
Steely Dan, Styx, or their idols, the
Beatles, the audience comments on
how much they sound like the
· original artists.
Not only are they exemplary imitators, but they are promising
composers themselves. Their first .
album, "How Many Chances?" was
released in 1980, and they are planning to begin their second this fall.
TA' s manager and producer, Bill
Winborne, described the band's
style as "mainstream melodic." He
said they are making the transition
from playing others' material to
mostly originals.
TA is presently working on UCF
student Jack Mcb1tosh~s soon-tobe-released album "Late Night
Music," assisting with the musical

Going
tor
Guin·ness

Mick Gaworecki: "When I am onstage I am doing
·what I want. I am creating and that makes me happy.
Nothing could fulfill me like that."

Transatlantique· will be playing on
the green Friday afternoon, as part
of the kick-off party for In the
Heart of the Night.

Pile on! The UCF Marketing Club
is out to beat the world record for
the most people on a waterbed at
one time. At the ticket sales kick-off
party for In the Heart of the Night
(on the green near the kiosk), a
custom made, bouncy -Baggie from
20th Century Waterbeds is waiting.
Can UCF stack up against the standing record of 87 people?

CINEMA

Chelsea, the embittered daughter, moving comedy-drama; it ends to.o Maxwell, who seems to be stuck in
finely portrayed by Jane Fonda. soon.
the film only to ~ve a superficial
by Larry Thompson
She and fiance Bill (Dabney Colspeech about the hopelessness of
Future staff
eman) have come to wish Norman a
combatting crime. When Brandon
happy birthday and leave their son,
urges him to do something about a
Billy, (Doug McKeon) for a month
potential psychotic, Maxwell utters
"On Golden Pond" draws the while they honeymoon in Europe.
these intelligent words of advice:
viewer into the serenity of the New
Billy is an upstart 13-year-old who
''Get a gun.''
Once again, Hollywood has taken
Hampshire wilderness for one of the prefers "cruising chicks" and suckAndrew St&vens comes across
best movie experiences of the year. ing face" to spending time with two the quick-sell formula of sex and well as Derek the nutcake. WatThis is not a melancholy movie old fogies. Norman is equally reluc- violence and manufactured another ching him live vicariously through
about geriatric despair but rather a tant to relate to the boy. "What's stale film called "The Seduction." his revealing photos of J a·mie is com·
humorous, up-beat celebration of life the use of having a dwarf if he The movie's characters .bring · a ical at times, but still believable.
and discovery.
doesn't do chores?" Norman whole new meaning to the word Derek as the presumed murderer of
·
''shallow.''
Henry Fonda is masterful as the wonders.
six other women, is thrown in
·
Jamie
Douglas
(Morgan
Fairchild
stoop-shouldered former professor.
Still, the friendship of the old man
without any substantiation. Our onBothered by a bad heart and a and the young boy develops as they as a sexy television · newscaster) ly clue is Jamie's muttering, "It's
fading memory, Norman still main- begin to inadvertently mock each becomes the obsession of her Derek. It's him."
tains his keen wit and a cynical other's mannerisms and pet phrases. voyeuristic next door neighbor. She
This film uses every cliche in the
outlook on life.
Through these dialogues come hints utters such perceptive lines as, ''I book in its attempt to create tension
Katherine Hepburn is dynamic as of the relationship between Norman love being looked at,"" I neeq to buy and suspense. Decoys such as an old
·
something expensive to take my lady and Jamie's boyfriend popping
Ethel. Her exuberant cackle and and .Chelsea.
energetic pace balance the
Using strong visual imagery, in- mind off of my problems,'' and the out of nowhere become predictable
pessimism of her husband, whom cluding sweeping panoramas and memorable, "Do it ... give it to me." and r.epetitive.
Michael Sarazin, as her lover
she lovingly refers to as ' 'the old fuzzy close-ups of white-feathered
Two unintentional moments · of
poop."
loons sWimming together~ director Brandon is the least substantial humor .come when Morgan Fairchild
While the couple spend the sum- Rydell vividly contrasts the themes character in the film. This classic breaks down in a phony a~':.empt to
macho man role reverts _to basic evoke tears, the other in a token love
mer at their lake house, Norman of young-and-old, life-and-death.
reflects on his life as his 80th birth"On Golden Pond" will un- survival-of-the-fittest instincts in scene where Michael Sarazin is
day approaches. ·The tension of the doubtedly be labeled a classic but almost every situation.
murdered post-orgasm.
movie intensifies with the arrival of there is one minor fault with this
Vin~e Edwards is Police Captain
Cinema, page 8

Golden agers

P9ep show
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Beginning and intermediate
. ~ photography classes are starting
1 Feb. 2nd In the SC. Call 275-2611
~ or drop by the SC main desk for
itl ): info.
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Duane Hanson, the interna- C!
tionally acclaimed sculptor, will ~
lecture at Crealde in Winter Park f
Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m. His life-sized,
super-realistic figures like ~
"Supermarket Woman" have i
Circus World is auditioning transformed mundane, slightly ~
talent Jan..30-31. Experienced ac- annoying characters into art ~
tors, singers, magicians, and statements. Call 671-1886.
l
traditional circus acts Uke firei
eating and sword-swallowing are
The Altamonte Cinema will be
needed. Call their i>ersonnel office showing free films for women on- ~ between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. at (305) ly on Tuesday mornings at 10 ~
422-0643 or (813) 424-2421.
a.m. Free coffee, 10-~ent g.
doughnuts and door prizes are ad- ~
Pianist Clifton Matthews will ded attractions to make the early ~
be the guest performer at the An- hour more palatable. The series
nual Scholarship Benefit of the includes "Kramer vs. Kramer," !·
Central Florida Music· Teachers' "Ordinary People," and "Coal
Association. Matthews ~ll per- Miner's Daughter," among}
form in concert Jan. 29 at 8 p.m. others.
~
at Lock Haven, and conduct a
i·
master class in piano Jan. 30 at 9
"Arthur" is the SC film this ?a.m. For more info, call Ruby Friday and Sunday at 8:30 p.m. i
Townes at the music .dept., Wednesday's Disney ·film at 7:30 ~
275-2867.
is "Lady ~d the Tramp."
~

f

l

Cinema - -. from page 1.

"Thf> Seduction" ignores
plausjbility and at best only
titillat es the viewer with glimpses of
Morgan Fairduld in various stages
of undress. Voluptuous bodies cannot save thi. movie from its excessi vt> ploL w ntrivances.
You may leave with an urge to attack Carole Nelson, but other than
that, this film has very little. to offer
in the way of good cinema.

by Greg Pennington
Future staff

f Quit while

~
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you're a ·h ead
In "Whose Life is it Anyway?"
Ken Parker (Richard Dreyfuss) is a
very talented . and ~uccessful
sculptor, whose life is suddenly shattered by a tragic car accident which
leaves him a quadriplegic.
His brilliant mind is trapped in a
lifeless body, an existence Parker

cannot bear. The movie chronicles
his fight to be released ·from the
hospital that has kept him "prisoner
against his will"; release that would
result in certain death.
Dreyfuss' performance is superb.
He. laughs and cries, the audience
empathizing scene for scene. He is
believable.
John Cassavetes plays Dreyfuss'
doctor, a part· overwritten and inhuman. Dr. Emerson, the ominous ·
and almighty healer, will not let his
patient die. even if it kills him
(Dreyfuss). To this end, Cassavetes
is also brilliant - to a fault. He
evokes such hatred the audience
dismisses his one tz:ue .a ttempt at
humanity.
"Whose Life is it Anyway?" is not
flawless, but it shouldn't be. A
story built upon human frailities,
both physical and emotional, has
room to exhibit those same
weaknesses.
Nevertheless, it is a film to see - a
film that does not depress but" invigorates) does not anger but
satisfies. "Whose life ... " offers a
look, though pointed ·in view, of
what is human, and what that
means.
by Diane Taylor
Managing Editor

Mamba's

bqy
Some actors want to be in films in
the' worst way. Some managed to, in
"Venom." Susan George and Cornelia -Sharpe (who began their
careers playing hookers and rape
victims, and plummeted from there)
join Oliver Reed, Nfool Williamson .
and Klaus Kinski (who should have
known better) in one of the worst
potboilers since Sylvester Stallone's
"Nighthawks."
Like "Nighthawks," this film is
awkward, illogical, two-dimensional.
With its gratuitous violence and
flagrant disregard for fact and
characterization, it is an insult to the viewer's intelligence.
Reed, George and Kinski are set to
kidnap the -asthmatic spoiled son
(ass, for sh9rt) of a rich American in
London. Their·pians nm amok when
the ass brings home another cute little critter for his menagerie, what he
thinks is an African liouse snake.
Actually, it's a deadly black Mamba, which escapes in.the boy's house.
When the snake fails to arrive at
the toxicology center where it ·
belonged the police are alerted. They
cordori off the street, while the
snake cruises the heat "ducts. How
can this not be exciting?
As the head of the police, Nicol
Williamson is almost clairvoyantly
low-key, as if he knew the end product wasn't going to be anything to
get worked up about. He wheels and
deals for the release Qf the hostages
(the ass, his grand.father and a
hapless toxicologist), while the kidnappers squabble in predictable
criminal fashion.
-Kinski hisses incomprehensibly,
the snake hisses angrily, the audience hisses frequently. (Boo!
·
Yawn.)
In fact, the only time any reaction
was generated was during the scene
in \\'.'hich a wounded Reed helplessly
watches the serpent slither up his
slacks--where it actually finds
something to sink its teeth into.
It would be polite to say that
"Venom " bites.
~e Elliott
Entertainment editor
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Gallery presents alumrii photo show
udes ~ventive ability and creativi- ('75-Freelance photographer in
ty, a sure tribute to Wellman's in- · Dallas) compositions have a superb
structional capabilities as well as abstract quality and advertise the
Whether one is an art major or the talents of the univer~ity's alum- photographer's considerable
just appreciates· art, "Refocus," an ni.
darkroom skills. The works exhibit
excellent
use of texture, tone and
exhibition of UCF alumni
The SX-70 photo designs of Steve
photography, should please those in- Dampier ('80-teac~er at Crealde) design.
.
terested in virtually any artistic plainly display the artist's political
The portraits created by Kent
style.
·
as well as musical opinions, usually Barker ('75-Professional fashion.
All alumni reprei:,ented· in the col- in a wryly humorous manner.
photographer in Dallas) again show
fine darkroom work as well as an
lection majored or minored in
Larry Wagner's ('75-An active unusual· and moving talent for capphotography under the instruction
of Charles Wellman and all were member of the "Focus" gallery in turing a person's feeling and expres, uaduated from UCF in the last Winter Park and, despite the name, sion, perhap~ the essence of creating
decade. Some went on to graduate a woman) near-mystical works an exceptional portrait. These are.
possess a marvelous sense of com· perfection in art.
school as others began careers:
some
became
professional · position and sensitive use of color.
The exhibition continues through .
photographers while some kept it Artists too often let thA color do Feb. 12 at the gallerjr on the third
much of the work, but not Larry.
only as a hobby.
floor of the campus' Humaniti~s an,d
Raymond
Gendreau's Fine Arts Building.
The majority of the exhibition exby Diane Batey-W~zaszek
Future staff

Gallery curator Maswni Hayashi

Enjoy The Greek Life
at "Olympia"
Live Entertainment
Greek Cuis irie
Belly Dancin~ & Greek Dancing

273-7836

8505 E. Colonial Drive

~N&GZ&

GG9TGN
. lQ)ONK$

Done by JOE BREAZEALE
. "Luthier'·'
D
D
D
D
D
D

Complete Repairs
All Work Guaranteed
Custom El~tronics
Mother of Pearl Inlays
All Acoustic & Electric String Instruments
20% Discount .with UCF ID

2200 Forsyth Road G-19
671-9451
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. or by appointment

VERNON HALL
COMING.·
FEBRUARY 5 8' 6
Confused?
Read the instructions in your tax .
paokage - they can clear up the
confusion and make doing your tax
return easier and faster.

A public service message from
the Internal Revenue Service.

. Future-January 29, 1982
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UCF and Martin Marietta to each student's graduate commithave de_veloped a tee at UCF.
fellowship program in which the
Initially five students will be put
company reimburses all academic on the Martin Marietta payroll at
costs for selected graduate students salaries equal to those 9f engineers
in engineering.
with bachelor's degrees who are
Martin Marietta will interview alreaqy working for the comp~y.
and screen candidates for the In- · said ·Robert Whalen, president of
· dustrial Associates program and Martin
Marietta
Orlando
provide research projects acceptable Aerospace.
Aerosp~ce

Fellowship
available ·with
Martin .Marietta

.-----------lml!"'------------------------------'"'!'. . . --.

Approximately half of a student's
·work week will consist of
assignments in the company 's
technical areas. The remainder of
the week will be devoted t9 course
work and preparation for the student's master's thesis.
One of the prime. considerations
by Martin Marietta, said Whalen, is
to provide the opportunity to
graduate students in engineering
who show the necessary potential 'to
become full:. time permanent
employees with the company.
The new program is the first
graduate. fellowship agreement between the university and a major corporation. ColboU111 said this will
serve ''as an example of what can be
accomplished by working together
within the community. I am extremely pleased by this opportunity.
The relationship between UCF and
industry has never been more apparent nor appreciated."
Dr. Robert D. Kersten, dean of
engineering at UCF, said, "The high
technology industries that are so
very important to our economy in
Central Florida are . ideal training
grounds for our graduate students.
The shortage of engineers with advanced degrees is a recognized problem within our area.''
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And we'll kick in · :;ftli~:i~;;titt'f~ student aid. Just buy a case of Old Milwaukee
or Old Milwaukee Light and send us the proof(s) of purchase with this coupon.
We'll send you back a buck. Meanwhile,. take a refresher course with two
of the best-tastmg beers around, Old Milwaukee .and Old Milwaukee Light.

r----~----~--~-~-~-----,
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Get $1.00 back when

Y'.

you buy one case of

Old Milwaukee or
Old Milwaukee Light

•

Please
Print
Name _

~~:;hc;~ef:g~rt~!· g?dr~~~:~~;~~~ ~~ciForno1cit~p~~~~~~
Light 24 -ca n loose pack , two 12-packs. or four 6-packs to:

College Refund Offer
Post Ottke Box NB-959
El Paso.Texas 79977
Proof ')f purcha se on the 24 -can loose pack and the 12-pack is
the Universal Product Code (UPC)l.11111 On the 6-pack the proof
of pu chase IS the '"OM .. on the pla stic h1-conecamer Offer VOid
where ta xed or proh1b1ted by law You must be of legal dr inking
age mycur state of res1dence at the t1meof subm1ss1on Andth1s
coupon mu st accompa ny proot of purchase and wi ll not be
honored 11 dupltca ted or reproduced L1m1t Sl.00 per family
Otter expires "r'ebruary 28. 1982
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The . student senate Tuesday
defeated a bill that would have instituted key revisions in the Student
Government Finance Code.
Among the revisions was one requiring all funds not spent by UCF's
resident campuses to revert to the
student government budget at the
end of the fiscal year.
Currently, the resident centers
receive 60 percent of the money
.generated by enrollment at those
campuses. The main campus student government receives the other
40 percent.
The senate amended (17to16) the
60-40 agreement so that no enrollment-funds would go to the resident
centers. The resident campµses
would therefore be subject to the
same regulations as any campus
organization "funded through. Student Government's Activities and
Service Fees. ·
After lengthy debate, however,
the entire bill revising the finance
C<?de was defeated, 14 to 12.

•••

In other senate action, Dave Bartholomew was elected to the post of
president pro tempore of the senate.
Bartholomew edged out Kim
Veroski in .the election by a 19 to 15 .
votes. Bartholomew replaces 'rom
Gergora who resigned Jan. 12.

D-o ctoral _ _
from page 3

was a natural step," he said. "The
Central Florida ar.ea is developing
City
State
Zip
'
high technology industries. That
1981 Jos Schltlz Brewing Company Milwaukee WI and other Credi C111es Pnnled US A
I
development requires that this area
have graduate education in the doc·
------~~---~----.---.--=:~~~~-~--.--~':":--~~~---.~~~----' toral level."
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AUG.15, AUG. 22, 1982
A 7 Day_Singles Cruise

$539.00
per person all inclusive from Orlando

Available Only At
·Interstate -M·a n ·Travel

-831-5800

130 E. Altomo:Q.te Dr. #33C

·············~········~············~·······~············~···············~~·······~·····
.SPACE IS LIMITED!
Request - Send No Money
NameReservation
________________________
__

Mexican .

COZUMEL, MEXICO
CEOKC-~ETOWN, CRAND CA YMA~

Address

-R iviera

OCHO RIOS, JAMAICA
Telephone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

UCF MARKETING ASSOCIATION

presents

IN THE HEAllT OF THE NIGHT
FEBRUARY 11, 1982

Co-s.p on s.ore d by

7:30-2:00 a.m.

A fundraiser for the
American Heart Association
Bill Michaels

KICKOFF PARTY FRIDAY
·January 29, 1982

Help us break
the Worlds Record for
greatest number of people
on a Waterbed

10:30 am to 1:00 pm at the kiosk

Entertainment provided by

****
JIM TAYLOR CORP.
.CHANNEL 2

Promotional. items provid_ed by----~....- - - - - - - - - •
SAGA
GENERAL CINEMA C·ORP ..
CHANNEL 6

CHANNEL 9

CHUCK E. CHEESE'S PIZZA TIME THEATER
McDONALDS

PETERSON OUTDOOR
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proval and therefore. "violated the
F r e e z e -.frompage 1 proeedures."
Rotter denied any violations, sayjects already approved by the resi- ing that the procedures do not redent campus directors," Heine ex- quire Chandler's approval of any
resident center campus purchase.
plained. .
Finally, the requisition must be ''All that is required in any purchase
submitted to the Student body is two authorized signatures on a represident for approval.
quest.
Chandler said Rotter never sub''There are currently four people
mitte~ the requ~sts to him for ap· who are authorized to si~ purchase

Harden's signature and submit
them to the Purchasing Department.
"He tried an end-run rather than
going up the center," Heine ·,said, .
alluding to the procedural differences. Heine characterized the
freeze as opportunity to ~·create a
sense of responsibility at resident
campuses.,,
.

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $7.00
Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)

282-l700

iJNION PARK

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

requests for the South Orlando Campus: Mr. Chandler, Mr. Heine, Dr.
Harden.and myself,'' Rotter stated.
Rotter added that, as South
Orlando's SGA chairman, he has the
authority to sign for any purchases.
Harden also signed the request, giv·
ing Rotter "the two required
authorized signatures.''
Rotter maintains that all he had to
do was sign the requisitions, get

Improve your memory.
Order this me~o board now-before you forget!

Chandler said the freeze "just
stops things until procedures can be
outlined and explained, and until we
can make sure that all actions are
justified.."
The Daytona Beach campus freeze
came as a result of what Chandler
~ed "Poor SGA management."
Chandler said he had received
several SG A allocation bills, after
the money haed already been spent.
Among these bills was one
allocating $100 to pay for Christmas
decorations for the branch campus.
Chandler said he did not receive this
piece of legislation until this month,
after the spring semester had begun.
Any legislation must .h:ave the student body president's · signature
before it can be enacted, Ch~dler
said.
Other bills passed by the association and enacted without Chandler's
signature included a $200 allocation
for refreshments serviced a Daytona
Beach's ~pring registration and
another $120 allocation for the purchase of 2,000 terin planners for
registration.
Chandler also charged that Pat
Bumb, SGA chairman, was ''rarely
in his office and is damned hard to
get hold of.'' Chandler added that .
when a staff member at the Daytona
Beach campus complained about the
poor management, Bumb fired her
for disloyalty.
Bumb could not be reached for
comment.
Chandler did not say when the .
freeze would be lifted but said that
he will meet with both campuses
soon to work out some definite procedural policies.

MealS-frompage1
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student cafeteria. Tickets will be
honored from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. al no
extra cost to the student. The
University Food Service will .also
subsidize this program this
semester.
According to student body President George Chandler, those
students withdrawing from the meal
plan would receive a refund for the
balance of the semester's food cost.
Students paying for meals by in·
stallments would not be required to
pay their Feb. 15 payment, Chandler
·
said.
Two other committees will look into the meal plan situation, Chandler
said.
One committee that has already·
begun meeting is looking into im·
mediate problems with the food ser·
vice.
The other Meal Plan Committee,
coordinated by Dr. LeVester Tubbs,
vice president for Student Affairs,
will consist of resident students who
will examine meal plan options for
summer and· fall semesters, according to Scott's letter.
Colbourn said the intent of the implementations was three-fold: to
enhance food service, to provide
flexibility within the meal plans, and
to allow students the option of buying the meal plan.
"We're looking at what kind of
plan ymuld be best for the coming
year," Colbourn said. Chandler added that the new arrahgement "may
be a pilot program.''
"If it flops there may be a rein ves tiga ti on of everything,"
Chandler said. "But I don't expect it
to go back to mandatory at all."
''The main priority is to get a meal
plan that 80 percent (or more) would
want to sign up for," Chandler said .
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Sports week
~dison

scores career high 31 points
.

.

.

UCF romps St. Leo in conferen9e game
By halftime of Tuesday night's Sunshine State
-St. Le~- had trouble containing UCF at both
Conference ga!!le between St. Leo and UCF, ends of the court. After being beaten to the defen·
Edison had already picked up 22 of liis game high sive boards with the UCF run and gun, the
Willie Edison has a marvelous knack for being 31 points; most of his shots coming off of fast Monarchs were limited to one shot at the basket
in the right plac~ at the right time. Just look for breaks and tip-ins on missed shots.
on the offensive side. A Knight rebound would
the open man . or a loose ball underneath the
Edison's exhibition, along with Isaac McKin- start the fast break all over again.
basket and you'll find Edison.
non' s reboun~ing and s.o phomore Jeff
Although the outcome ot the game was never in
· Although he's only 6 foot 1, Edison likes to Durschner's 18 points, led the 12th ranked doubt, St. Leo coach Gary Rickert was extremely
jump with the big guys and more times than not,· Knights, now 14-3 and 3-1 in the conference, to a upset by an incident that occurred with ~e
he's the one that comes away with the ball.
%-68 romp over a young St. Leo team. . .
seconds left to play.
The Monarchs, w~o dropped to 4-14 in the
As the Monarchs tried to get the ball inboundseason and ·0-4 in the conference, were led by ed, Clark called for Tate to foul Rodney Murray
junior guard ·Mike Malatestinic who fired in 18 as he got the ball. Rickert was incensed by
points from the outside.
Clark's last-second strategy with a 37-point lead.
·Edison, who is third in the nation in field goal He instructed Murray to roll the ball down the
percentage, hit an fucredible 12 of 14 from the lane instead of shooting the free throws to show
field and 7 of 8 from the free throw line. As a his displeasure. ·
,
·
team, the Kriights shot 60 percent from the field
"The guy~s up by more than 30 points, he
in the first half.
doesn't have to do tha1.·'said Rickert, referring to
the foul. ''He's already got the game won. and
. St. Leo fell behind early, shooting a dismal 35 calls three timeouts and pulls that. That's just
'percent from the field in the first half.
Mickey Mouse: He just wanted to get the. ball
''Willie Edison plays well in this type of game,'' back and run the score up to 100. They've got us
said UCF coach Torchy Clark. '~It's the clink and now, but every~ne has their day. I feel sorry for
lob style that he scores with. Last year he played them i~ the future.''
behind two very good ballplayers in Roland Ebro
Rickert's anger, which caused him to snub
and Ruben Cotton, so now he's got to go out and
Clark's handshake after the game, seems to stem
show what he can do.'' .
from a misunderstanding of Clark's intentions.
"People come here and watch our games and
"I called the timeout because it was getting
think it's unbelieveable how many lay-ups we get.
roughhouse out there at the .end," Clark said. "I ·
~ They say it looks easy. This is our style, we get didn 1t want us to get 100 and neither did he
• them because we work on them. I'm just thrilled
(Rickert). For a team to score- 100 points, they
to be 14-3."
should be deserving. We weren't.
"They just missed two. layups and they could Qf
The Monarchs, coming off another blowout loss gotten 60. I can't understand why he did that.
to Florida State in Tallahassee Monday night, I've never seen anything like it."
looked tired and UCF took full ~dvantage of it.
Tomorrow night, UCF heads south for another
With quick outlet passes from Ronnie Thornton conference matchup with Biscayne College in
and Ernie Tate to Edison le~ding the pack, the Miami. The last time the Knights ~entured to the
Knights pulled out to a 15 point lead 27-12, after Bobcats' territory; UCF needed a last · seco~d
r. m.a Sra c hlFu!ure just ten minutes of play. The bulge stretched to
shot to come away with a 74-73. Game time is
Willie Edison goes up for two of his_31 points
28. 50-2~. bv halftime.
7:30.
by Marty Fisher

Future staff

Lady Knights .m aul
-

-

St. Leo
.

for 5th conference win
by Dave Sherman

day so I was looking for someone to come off the
bench and give us some help on the boards and
those two ladies did a fine job."·
Putzj scored 11 points and hauled down eight
rebound~ - while Prehn was perfect' from the .free
throw line.

Future staff

The UCF women's basketball team easily
.defeated St. Leo Tuesday night in a Sunshine
State Confererice game played here. at UCF.
The Lady Knights were n~ver in trouble during
the game as it tOok St. Leo -six mi~i:ites and 10
seconds to -get on the scoreboard. The UCF
defense was aggressive the whole game ·filled
with numerou s mistakes by the Lady Monarchs.
"We really tri~c! to put a little extra pressure on
the ball," ga1d Coach Joe Sanchez. "We started
out with an aggressive zone and that really
bothered St. Leo. They were having a real hard
time reversing the ball against our zone."
While St. Leo was having a ·hard time
generating an offense, the Lady Knights got plenty from Teresa Tinsley. The Lady Knights' lone
senior scored 25 points, raising · her season
·average to 14.2 points per game.
"Teresa has been our most consistent player all
year'long. The one thing I like about her,-though,
is that when she has a J:>ad game she can put it
behind. her and go out and have a great game the
next time around. _T hat's just the kind of person
she is," Sanchez said.
Coach Sanchez also received a pleasant surprise
when Debbie Putzi and Susan Prehn turned in
strong performances coming off the bench.
' 'I think the Lord's answering my prayers, ''
Sanchez said. "I was looking for a little extra help
coming off our bench. Meg (Schuler) had an off

.

With less than si~ remaining in the game and
. UCF leading by ·more than 30 points, Sanchez
called three timeouts. The timeouts · drug the ·
· game out but Sanchez wasn't trying to run up the
score.
"We were working on our new one-three-one
zone, " explained SSinchez. "I'm a firm believer
that the best way to learn is in game situations. I
called the · timeouts to stress points while they
were still fresh in the player~ minds.'' .
The win over St. Leo raises the Lady Knights'
conference record to 5-1. The Lady Knights conference record was thoug!:it to be 4-0, but an
earlier win over St. Leo and a loss to the Universit y of Tampa, who is now officially in the conference, account for the two additional tallies.
The LaP,y Knights will go on the road tomorrow
to face Flagler College in a non-conference game.
UCF defeated Flagler early this season but
things may not be the same in St. Augustine.
"It s tough to play -in St. Augustine," says Sanchez. ''Their gym is kind of small and through the
grapevine they say the officiating will be very
hard on the visiting team. But I hope that situa. tion doesn't hot her us ."

Pam GlmsonlFuture

Debbie Pu tzi shoots from the outside
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UCF Ultimate Frisbee CJub organiz9d
by Jose A. Fajardo
Futureatatt

The game is played on a football
field, with the continuous fast action ·
of soccer, the passing skills of
basketball and yet with the ex·
elusive element of a frisbee. The
sport is called Ultimate Frisbee. ·
UCF recently formed an Ultimate
Frisbee Club, sponsored by Student
Government. Although ultimate
frisbee has been in· the UCF in·
tramural program ·for the last few
years, .t!iis is just the second time
that a club has been formed to represent UCF as a team.
The club was the idea of John
Fisher and Tim Clark. Both began
to play with the Ultimate Frisbee of
Orlando (UFO) team and soon began
a team of their own to play in the
UCF intramural league. They ·
became so dominar1t in the sport
that they asked Student Govern·

ment to support .them as a club. The
status was granted and Fisher's.
team became the UCF Ultimate
Knights and began to compete intercollegiately.
.
Ultimate Frisbee, according to
Fisher, has similarities to most all
sports. The game is played on a
football field, 70 yards long, and
with 20 yard end.zones. The event
begins with seven members of each
team lining up on their own endzone.
One team "kicks off" to the other
team, and the action b~gins.
The object of the game is to advance the frisbee to the end.zone by
passing the disk from player to
player. Once a player has caught the
disk, he must stand still to pass. He
may pass in any direction and just
as in basketball, the passer is allowed. a pivot foot to move around. If
the disk hits the ground, or goes out
of bounds, a turnover results at that
spot.
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•TIRES FOR CARS, TRUCKS, VANS AND MOTORCYCLES ,
•CASH AND CARRY WHOLESALE TO PUBLIC
•MICHELIN AND AURORA RADIALS FOR IMPORT CARS
•JETZON-GENERAL-TYGAR FOR VANS, LIGHT TRUCKS AND VW'S
•FORMULA MOTORCYCLE TIRES· LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
•MOUNTING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE

- -- - · --.
The goals are worth one point, and - - -- - - ---·
i
I
each game varies from iO points to
/ f,'\ · i~ 15, or by time limit.
u
\1
''The game is definitely fou~ded
( \ ..
' t -· ~
on sportmanship." said Fisher,
;.~·. . "" ~~
"There are no referees, the man with
-~ ' ~ t{IJ
.
the frisbee calls the game. It is a
.
. ! y~ /
i
noncontact sport, but it can be very
~
I
physical, because once the frisbee is ·
. ~ .~ "l ': ~ , ·i
in the air, so are -the bodies diving
/~
~ ~-

r/

J\

lt.'

fo~~~"team

roster has grown from
the original 12 to the ctlrrent 30
m~mbers, including 5 female
players. "W~'re one of the _few
teams with girls, and we use them
alot." stated Fisher. "Other teams
are yery prejudiced to the idea of
girls playing, but we are very open
to girls playing with us."
The Ultimate Knights began their
first season last January 9, with a
jamboree held here at UCF. Other
teams included Rollins, Daytona
Beach Embry Riddle, and UFO.
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The Most Complete Radiator Shop .
In Central Flori4a

1.

•'LOW-PRICES"

1
1
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"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA
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CAPERILLA DISCOUNT TIRE COMPANY 1
615 FERGUSON DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL. 32805
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RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
MASTER CHARCE • VISA• AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Add experience
to your degree.
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SUPER SUBS
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Specializing in small meat
cuts for students

•
:

KEGS - BEER - WINE
Take -outs Available

h

:\lajor James D. llorn a cla~-
D<' pt. of :\tl ilit ar~ · Scien('<'
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Anny ROTC.
,·
Learn what it takes to lead.
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Three professors
compete· in Hawaii

~

Honda Express:

by Mike Schiano

Competition, Gergley said, ''To
finish is to win.''
For almost all of us a trip to .,
Hawaii would mean a vacation, but
lounging on a beautiful beach is .far
from the first order of business for
Coach Gerry Gergley, Dr. Frank
' Rohter and Mort Rosenblum.
On February 6, these three
gentlemen, all over 40 years of age,
will swim 2.4 ntjles in the ocean, ride
a bicycle 112 miles and finish with a
26 mile marathon. They will be three
among 700 people who will put
themselves to the test in this year's
Iron Man Competition.
Gergley, a University of Buffalo
graduate, has been a physical education instructor at UCF for 12 years
and has coached wrestling and golf. .
Rohter is chairman ~f the physical
·education department and an exer~
cise physiologist. Rohter was UCF's
first athletic director.
"We're trying to promote physical Gerry 'Gergley
fitness and good health," says
Rohter1 who also explained that the
average person's diet consists of
50% fat, 12% protc.:n and 37% carboydrates. In contrast, the Gergley,
Roht~r, Rosenblum diet contains only 15% fat, 12% protein and 73% car- ·
bohydrates.(You won't find sugar or
red meat on their table, and skim
milk ~ ~ the only dairy product.)
,., L best way to teach is to exemplify,'' Rohter stated. One week
Qf training consists· of 200 miles on
custom made bicycles, 40 miles of
running and six miles of swimming.
Strength, in addition to endurance,
is
most necessary so Nautilus
machines are used twiee a week.
These men work seven days taking
oilly an occasional Sunday off.
Gergley and Rohter started their
grueling training regimen in
preparation for the Iron Man contest six months ago, but they have
been running long distances
together for · three years. Tired .of a
stagnant lifestyle, they entered the
Tangerine Bowl two-mile Fun Run
which led to such 26 mile runs like
the Ormond Beach competition and
the Boston Marathon.
Rosenblum, a retired lawyer; has
been pounding the pavement for
·Jiuite a . bit longer than his two
counterparts. A veteran of 18
marathons, he has been training for
the Iron Man for a year. He is known
as the philosopher of the group,
believing very strongly that a great
deal of endurance running is in the
mind. Yoga is. a large part of his
training. Along with gaining ·a
, master's degree in Physical Education at UCF, Rosenblum is also a
gourmet cook.
The most common question asked
of these three men is of course, why
submit yours~lf to such torture?
Besides trying ~ fill the void.left in
their lives by the absence of
coaching, Gergley and Rohter want
to "try and get people-to care about
themselves.''
"We want to set an example,"
says Gergley. He is quick _to point
out that very few young men or
women could run a marathon let
alone have the ambition to subject
themselves to the training
necessary. In his words, "Most people are challenged for money or
Future staff

No pedals and an automatic clutch make this
Honda Express easy to
ride . Great mileage and
a low price make it easy
to afford. Small enough
to store or park almost
anywhere. Best of all,
it's just plain·. fun to
ride .

For campus
or commu~lng

$398

Honda of Orlando
1802-Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32804
841-8641

HONDA

SEE TOMORROWS CHAM:-'ION·s TODAY
Florida's Most Prestigious f3oxing Event!

.j

ORLANDO .• CENTRAL FLORIDA

1981

.GOLDEN GLOVES
REGIONAL
CHAMPIONS:HIPS
•

.

.

.

•

1·.

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 4th &5th
8.P.M.

American Legion Colosseum ·
IVANHOE BLVD. & INTERSTATE4
ORLANDO
$4.00 G'ENERAL ADMISSION

~~:~;:;:~.ttoseehowfarour
Coach Gergley says the larges£
obstacle in the Iron Man or any en-

i:a~~ ;:~)"~~!!~k;~~o:h~~

RINGSIDE $6.00

----\__

FREE ADMISSION WHEN YOU BRING
· 6 "EMPTY" CA NS OF.•
BUDWEISER, BUSCH or MICHEL()B
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BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Coat Is
about the same as a semester In a
U.S. college: S2,989. Prtce 1,._cludes Jet
round trip to Sevllle from New York,
room, board, and tuition comp •.ete.
Government grants and loans
avallable for ellglble students.
live with a Spanish family, attend
classes f()'-lr hours a day, four days a
week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. of
credit (equlvalent to 4 aemestertaught In U.S. colleges over a two

year time span). Your Spanish studies
wlll be enhanced by op'portunltles
not available In a U.S. classroom.
Standardized tests show our students'
language skllls superior to students
completlng two year programs In U.S.
Hurry, It tokes a lot of time to make arrangements. FALL SEMESTER • SEPT.
10-DEC. 22/SPRING SEMESTER· Feb. 1 •
June 1 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED-A program of Trlnl·
ty Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CA·LL TOLL FREE

for full information

1~800-253-ooOS

(fn Mich., or if toll free line iqoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)

.
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Featured from right to left are UCF's debate team members: Star M;uir,
Linda Gunter, Judy Butler, Barrie Silvis and Paul McCaskill.

Ferguson a~d Nicholson
resign from debate team_
by Matt Weber
Future staff

Open .

678-0637

10 a."'._to 9:30

p.m.

7438 University Blvd.
University Square

An excellent career opportunity
awaits you in the field of
entertainment at one of
Florida's le~ding attractions.
We're looking for talented ·
performers of all kinds to join our
world of circuses - Cl RCUS
WORLD. Open auditions are being
hel.d Jan·uary 30' & 31 at 6:00 P.M.

SIDESHOW & VARIETY ARTISTS
Magicians/ fire-eaters/sword swallowers. All novelty or variety acts.
Professional experience necessary.

ACTORS/SINGERS/RINGMASTERS
Professional experience or extensive formal training required. ·

DANCERS
Formal dance training required. Please bring resume and photos.

CLOWNS
Performing clowns with professional experience only need apply.
Stiltwalking a definite asset.

ACROBATS . /

.

_

Flying trapeze (catchers and flyers), high/ low wire walkers, jugglers,
trampoline artists, acrobats. Previous experience and contacts
required.
Everyone should be prepared to perform. Accompanist available. Your
own accompanist or taped music acceptable.
We offer competitive starting salaries commensurate with experience plus
a comprehensive company paid benefits program.
Please bring resume and photos to
Personnel Department Jan. 30 &
31. For further information call
(305) 422-0643or (813) 424-2421.

DIRECTIONS:
1-4/US 27 CIBCUS WORLD Exit
Personnei Department located side.
road, just south of main entrance .
Please arrive prior to auditi~n time .

Additional audition dates by
appointment only.

CIRCUS WOR LD. INC

told the team of their decision last
Monday, according to coach Jeff
Butler.
Ferguson, one Of the most sought
after debaters in UCF's history, said
he will remain with the program but
in a different capacity.
''I will be with the program doing
research, working on the debate
with the Russian national debate
team that's coming this semester,
working with the high school
workshop planned for the summer,
and being a liaison to area high
schools,'' said Ferguson.
Nicholson, another debater in
great demand, left the ·program to
concentrate on his course work, ac-·
cording to Butler..
"My coaching philosophy is that a ,
student's interests come before the
concerns of the team," Butler said.
Butler said the loss of Ferguson
and Nicholson is a substantial one,
but the team has enough depth to insure a successful semester. Their
departure leaves the top team duties
to Judy Butler and Linda Gunter,
two junior transfers from the
Mississippi University for Women.
''This program has sent a team to
nationals the last five years in a row
and we'll have one there this year
also. Any program that has a
history of ·recruiting excellent
debaters also has a history of losing
excellent debaters:· Butler said.
Fall semester was a successful
semester for the team which won
awards in six of eight tournaments.
The te~ registered major victories at the Umversity of Kentucky, Middle Tennessee State
University and Florida . State
University.
The team leaves today for the first
tournatnent of the semester at West
Georgia Ccllege.

SC debate· ope·n
to organizations

and independents
The Student Center is sponsoring
a debate cQmpetition Feb. 8 to 18.
Independents and organizations
across the campus .will have an op·
portunity to compete.
Two debate topics have been
chosen: "Be it resolved that the
University of Central Florida's football program should not continue,"
(week one); anc1 "Be it resolved that
SAGA's meal plan should not be
mandatory," (week two).
Each team will debate at least
three times during the first week;
and teams with the best win/loss
record .will enter the second week of
competition. Threejudges will deter;kbute. page 18
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UCF tennis teams on-the upswing ,
by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

What a difference a year makes.
After last year's disappointing
finishes in tennis, 5-18 for the men
.. and 8-13 for the women, the UCF
Knights are ready to turn things
around.
"Our men will be very tough, and
aside from g~tting used to working
with each other, the women will improve as well,'' said assistant coach
Angelo Cusimano.
The men got off to the right start
with a win over Florida Southern
last -week, 7-2. UCF won four of the
six singles and all three double matches against the Moccasins. 1:ri the
match Eddie Krass stopped Roger
Bunting, who is cons~dered one of
the best in the state. The Knights
traveled to FIT 6n Tuesday and
have a .return match with Florida
Southern on Feb. 4.
''When your number one player
moves down to four, your team has
got to be tough,'' said Cusimano,
who works with · head coach Van
Gladfelter. "This team is verv close

~wrestlers

finish ·third
in tourney

from top to bottom. Our four, five, roster, inexperience showed in
and six players are very good and UCF's 8-1 loss to the Lady Hatters
should win most of their matches. of Stetson. The girls hope to adjust
It's a good position to be in."
for their next match today at
The women's squad, on the other
hand, is pulling together after pre- Rollins.
season problems plagued the team.
','It's tough to get things together
Three girls were lo~t to academic in a short period of time,'' said
ineligibility and with a make shift Cusi.IDano. "These girls have been

practicing together since the beginning of January. It's ·.especially difficult in doubles to learn your partner's style on the court in that short
time.
''The women are on a conditioning
progTam now, with running and
other endurance drills. Things will
be better than last year."

IN

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

Deli Sandwiches
Cheese Platters
Wines

Salads
A fto.JND Cf~~ , ~~ AND 01-lv~
\ol'M-p~7 ~~~~Of I~ AMP ~I~

WITW

t-etf<X.6'.

Weekend Entertainment

by Bryan McLawhorn
Future staff

· Mike Aspesi's University of Central Florida' wrestling team got off
to a great start in the Clemson Tiger
• 8 Tournament, held 'last weekend,
but then faded as they won their
first two matches, then dropped
·
their last two.
The Knights began the totirna- .
ment by beating Georgi~ Tech,
25-13, and Pembroke State, 32-14.
UCF then lost to Clemson, 49-0,
and Tennessee-Chattanooga, 39-3.
• "They're out of our league," said
Aspesi of Clemson. ''They're a division one school, a powerhouse, with
a big budget.''
Mark Geary, a 167 pound junior
from Clear Creek, Iowa, 2-2 in the
tournament, raised his overall
record to 6-3 . Also 2-2 in the
tourney and 6-3 ·overall is 134
pounder Ron Miller of Columbus,
Ga. Heavywaight Brian Parker of
Cassadaga, Fla. back in action after
being out with a wrist injury, was
also 2-2 in the tournament.
Next on the schedule for UCF is
the Southeastern Regionals Tournament, held' Feb. 12-13' in ,Pembroke,
N.C. Coach Aspesi is optimistic ·
about the upcoming matches despite
the absence of Herb Savage (190
pound) of Marco Island, Fla., .out
with knee surgery.
''It'll be a race for the championship between us, Pembroke, and
possibly one other sleeper,'' Aspesi
said. "We're looking for at least five
er six regional champions to go to
the nationals.''·
For the regionals, Geary will be ·
dropping to the 158 pound class
while Steve Policastro of Lincroft,
N.J. will be dropping from the 177
pound class to wrestle as a 167
pounder. Also Bart Biddle, a senior
from Orlando, will be dropping from
the 190 pound class to the 177
pound class.
.
"We're pulling some guys down to
make the lineup.a little bit stronger,
and give them a better shot at going
t,p nationals," Aspesi said.

Things :y-QUr nlother
never told you
about Secs.
,.~-

(/ '

'

~

, :./)'
//~< '~.:-{

Secs can be good.

,ll ,,tl

And when it's Hiram Walker
Triple Sec, it isn't just good
It's fantastic! (Sorry, Mom,.)

Secs can be respectable.
Introduce your friends to
Hiram Walker Triple Sec
on the rocks.Watch
how quickly they
respect you for
your mind.

HIBAIVI WALKER TRIPLE SEC
r r ; :l'~e :·..,r..p•
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.:.-': \\' .~•' H·r a!:'.•::•..;~.~
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Far:r.:i g-.rr, H:lls , :ch 48018

L 82 ll'iple Sec

"qu~ur

- pr·Y.Jf Hiram Walke r & Son s. lnc . San Franci sco. Calif
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Student adviser.resigns SG cabinet post
by.Mike Griffin

recommendation.
One source in Student Government said Donaldson's resignation
may have come in preparation for a
bid for student body presidency.
"You can't serve someone's top
cabinet officer and then tum around
and call him incompPient in an election," the source said. The source
. did not want to be identified.
The
prob ab i1i t y
of · a
Donaldson/Chandler face-off in
April's presidential elections.. has
been rumored in SG circles for some
time.. Chandler said Wednesday
that he had not made any decision
concerning a re-electron bid.
Donaldson closed his letter of
· resignation with "See you in the
Spring", ·a n apparent reference to
-AUfO SALVAGE BROKERS-·
the elections.
·Donaldson is the second executive
USED AUTO PARrS
AIRPORT TOWING
adviser -to resign this year. Stu
·24 HOUR TOWING
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
Calderwood resigned the position in
October over what he called
BW JUNK MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES
Chandler's abuse of power. CalderEAST NW. SO
wood tried to organize a recall petiUCF
tion of Chandler but the movement
hlERIENCY '275-1721
lacked support (Future OCT. 23).
Chandler said the position will not
be fill~. Instead, Attorney General
Pete Morlock will take over most of
.---------------------------------................................................................ - Donaldson's duties. Chandler said
that th,ere will no longer be a SG adviser to the yearbook. "If they have
any problems, they can come directly -to me,'' Chandler said.
In a letter to student body president George Chandler, Donaldson
said his resignation was due to a
Mark Donaldson resigned his lack of authority the position carries
position as executive adviser to the in Chandler's cabinet.
student body president Monday.
'.'He complained that he had not
Future lfaff

-----~~-

·~

568-2156

been given the authority .to· carry
out duties he wa~ assigned to do,"
Chandler said. Among Donaldson's
duties was to oversee production on
the yearbook.
In his letter,
Donaldson complained _that this
position carried no reaLpower to a_ffeet any improvements in the yearbook staff's procedures.
Donaldson could not be reached
for comment concerning the resignati on.
"Tlie resignation pleased me,"
Chandler said. '•I think highly of
Mark as a person, but the position
was not working out, there was a
·
time problem."
Chandler said Donaldson was having problems fulfilling the job requirements of Executive Adviser,
and had missed. several cabinet
meetings.
· "Actually it (the resignation) saved me a lot of trouble," he said.
Chandler would not elaborate fully,
but said that rumors that
Donaldson would have been fired
soon were not "totally incorrect."
· Donaldson complained in the letter that Chandler was not open for
advice and would not listen to his

Imagine yourselfin .the job of your choice.

Debate-rrom page 16

That's what Hughes asked Jose .
Chavez to do.
Two weeks after he graduated, Jose
Chavez joined the Hughes engineering
team in Spain where he was responsible
for setting up four of the seven sites for
Combat Grande. the national air
·
defense system.
When he returnej from Spain. Hughes
asked him what he would like to work
on - lasers. electro-optics. satellites.
radar. and microelectronics were a few
of his options.
"Now I'm responsible for six JTIDS (Joint
Tactical Information Data Sys.terns)
projects worth the equivalent of Sl
million each. And I'm also completing
the thesis for my MB.A."
Imagine yourself studying for your
Master's or Ph.D. - and Hughes paying
for it. Or attending one of our many inplant. graduate equivalent courses.
What c.an Hughes offer you? Ask us
when we · ~e on campus

February 9.
See your p)acement office for an
.a ppointment.
Or send your resume to:
Hughes Ground Systems
P.O. Box 4275. Dept. NC
Fullerton. CA 92634
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mine which team has been the m,ost
persuasive.
Trophies and ribbons will be given
to the finalists and semi-finalists.
Awards for the best spirited and the
most humorous teams will also b~
given.
.
RegistratiOn deadline is Feb. 4 at
the SC main desk. Fees are $1 per
team.
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Sentence the drunk driver

you will encourage the Florida Legislature to pass har·
sher sentencing for drunk driving. Such legislation is
now being considered.
The sta~e Legislature is considering approval of a
mandatory three-day jail term for the first offender
convicted Of operctting a motor vehicle when his blood
alcohol count is 1.5 percent or greater. That's about
to eight beers within an hour for the average 160 to 180
pound male.
Under the proposal, sponsored by Rep. Dick Batchelor and others, those convicted a second time within
a three-year period would face a mandatory 30 days in
prison.
Since this column began appearIf passed it ·w ill be a record first for 1982-the first
ing on a regular basis, I have receivtime Florida's drunk drivers face · stiff mandatory
ed - numerous comments, both
sentences.
favorable and unfavorable. One
If we support the measure now, by the end of 1982
we can be drinking happily to the 1981 records we did
criticism has appeared more .than
any other. Many of .m y friends, and ·
not break-just after auld lang syne and just before a
most of my detractors, have asked _ _;I:..:f;..:!y:....:o:..::u:....:ar=.;;:..e-=s:..:in::..:c:..::er:...:e;..;i:..:n:....:h::..:o;..:;:p:..::in;;;;/lg~fo;..;;.r...;;b~e...;..tte,;;,..;,.;;..r...;;.t_hi_·n..:..g~s-in_l-'-98_2_,,'----i_s_o_b_er_fri_'e_n:-d_dri_·v_e_s_u_s_h_om_e_.- - - - - - - - - - - .
me why I focus much of my attention to national and international
events rather than ones here at the
university.

Mike Griff in

National

issues·have

loca~ -impact

If you drank to 1981 during the recent New Year's
holiday, you probably drank to some of the year's
record breaking mcments.
A record deficit. A record number of political
assassinations. A record volume of drug trafficking.
· There's a good chance yoµ drank grimly to the more
depressing achievements, toasted in th~ New Year
with high hopes and resolutions-and staggered with a
melancholy friend to your car.
If you were sincere in your desire for a better year,
In 1981
you should have walked to your car sober.
too many Florida residents were drunk drivers, contributing to a record death toll on Florida streets and
highways.
.
Today drunk driving incidents are the single
greatest killer of people under the age of 34. National
statistics indicate that on any typical Saturday night,
one out of every 10 drivers you pass will be legally
drunk.
·

six

1.

Though the atmosphere at UCF is
chock full of tantalizing editorial
ideas, there is a world spi~ng outside of Alafaya Trail. It is not that I
am ignoring the university's problems, or making light of them, I am
simply attempting' to address problems that should affect a ·greater
number of people.
I say "should" because in these
times, when Luke and Laura of
/I
//
General Hospital are the most re- ·
quested speakers on college campuses, it appears that student concern for national, social and political
issues is on the wane. This societal ... AND I SE£ N OTHHJ G W'T\ON G
1.
trend is an exceptionally bad one.
W .ITH Ou'R CUB RENT EDuC~TIO!vRL
1
·
Jn--'5 THI'S woRD?
. . . . Whnl
One that may mean some rough
SYST£m TH~T... E"R ... ~H,
I
times for our generation.
cartoon by Biii Marlman
I · have been accused of living in l;:;;:;::;;:;::;;:;::;;:;::;;:;::;;:;::::;;::;::;;::;::;;::;=;;;;==;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;...~~--~----;;;;;;;;;::;:==;;::;;;::;;;::;;;:;::======;;;;;;;~
the past. Of harping on issues that
.
died with Jimi Hendrix and flower
agine the loss of money in ticket sales the school
children. Issues like the environ;would have to face if minors were not allowed into
ment, the defense budget and gun
football games · because beer was s~ld? But there
control.
doesn't seem to be anyone checking IDs for beer at
Editor:
the games. Ar~ the same people enforcing the rules
How can thinking people of at
Recently, I have arranged for another service to at the drafthouse turning their backs at the football
least ·average intelligence be so
benefit UCF . students. Coming ~oon to . the Cen- games "for the sake of the school?"
narrow-minded? If you don't think
tralized Services desk in the Student Center,
It's very frustrating to try to become part of the
that events in Washington affect
students may drop off their film and have it process- school only to be told that you eantt attend certain
your everyday life, then go eat in
ed at a substantial discount. This service includes functions (the "Heart of the Night" dance is another
your little brother's school cafeteria. .
movie and slide development and photo enlarge· good example) because youtre not "of age."
Say hello to your buddies at the post
ment. This program will .enable students, clubs,
Kathy McConnell
office when you 're registering for
organizations and other groups to have their film
the di-aft . Tell someone receiving
developed at prices lower than anywhere else in Censocial security benefits for education
tral Florida. I have always been pledged to serving
that national problems aren't importhe students. and I hope that all students will take Editor:
tant on our level.
advantage of this opportunity. Students with sugA very disturbing incident occurred this past spr·
If I'm living in the past, then it is
gestions to further this service 'or other services ing registration when the UCF women's soccer team
the concern not the issues
should feel free to come by my office at anytime.
was denied pre-registration privileges. Because we
themselves - that.have died. And if
Tico Perez
have spring training, we were told we could prethat's true, then our generation, and
- Student Body Vice President register a week in advance of the regular registrathe future of this country are in a lot
tion period. After handing in our trial and adviseof trouble.
ment forms and thinking that our classes were
taken care of, most of us rescheduled our final ex·
ams in order to depart for Christmas vacation early.
Editor:
.
Did you know that there is a minority on campus? This also included rearranging numerous . flight
They are often known as the ''underage students'' schedules since the majority of us were from out of
and are left out of many UCF functions. For in- state.
stance, the Student Center spommrs weekend
The bomb dropped when the school decided that
The Future welcomes letters
movies, and this·semester a drafthouse was offered we could not pr~-register and then exploded when
from its readers.
at the midnight movie "Up in Smoke." Although they waited only two days before regular registraLetters must be delivered to the
some of the younger students were admitted with tion to inform the athletic department of this deciFuture by 5 p.m. on Monday to
fake IDs, many who would like to have seen the sion. This meant that those of us who had already
be considered for the next issue.
movie were unable to because of the beer and wine left for vacation would have . t~ go through late
Letters must not ex,ceed 250
sold. This is unfair. Though drinks are served to registration.
words and must bear the writer's
others, even SAGA admits younger students. InThe University's ignorance to communicate prosignature, address, and phone
stead of excluding the younger students, couldn't . perly with the athletic department left the entire
number. Names will be withheld
this policy be used at the midnight movie draf- burden of correcting this massive error on the
upon request. . The Future
shoulders of the players.
thouse'!
reserves the right to edit letters.
Laura Dryden
Please
don't
say
that
"rules
are
rules."
Rules
Mailling address: P. 0. ~ox
Soccer player
UCF.
Can
anyone
imseem
to
be
broken
a
lot
around
25000, Orlando, 32816.
1

Letters

Develop photos cheaply

Forced to register I.a te

Underaged now enraged

Letter Policy
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A WEEK'S VACATION IN
CANCUN, MEXICO•

BUSCH • Beer wants you to spenp
.
Spring Break in Cancun, Mexico. And
bring a friend-our treat. We'll pay for
your beachfront hotel accommoda- ·
tions, round-trip airfare, and provide
ground transportation.
Sound good so. far? .
Her~ 's what you have to do:

B·E THE FIRST TO
SOLVE THE MYSTERY
AND WIN!

.Here is your. first set of clues. We warn
you-this isn't easy. So pour a cold·
BUSCH® and get started now.

-

--- .- - - - - - - - - -

There's a pass on this big hill up lett
---· -

-

.

--- --

-~---

Will our hero show skills ,
mountaineering? ·

~----

--------- Will he roll into view on a stage?

With a powerful thirst tor a brew

- - -----'---The final ad will include a toll-free m.imber for you to call with your answer.
Please do not can until you are certain
you have solved the mystery.

Will Cassidy show where he be

A WINNER AT
EVERY SCHOOL!
This ad contains the first lines of 9 clue
verses which will help you solve the mys·
tery. The remaining lines needed to com·
pJ.ete these verses will a·ppear in the next
four issues of this paper. Look for them in
·special ·BUSCH ® Cassidy " ads . Cut each
line out and paste (or write) 1t under the
appropriate beginning line of each verse to
complete the clue . If you ·re the first person
at your college to solve ·the mystery. and
call the toll-free number. YOU .RE A
WINNER'

Will he hazard Fels Falls in a boat?

Will he show up a ridin' the rail?

WHERE WILL BUSCH®CASSIDY
MAKE HIS APPEARA·NCE?
On the back of this Mountains fron·t srde
BUSCH Cassidy began a long ride
Where he.II come into view
Is the problem that you
Musi solve . even though he will hide'
Find rhe answer to this BUSCH Beer Caper
Today and weekly in this campus paoer
One line at a time
Gives nine awesome rhymes
To help you the options to taper
So.stare at this mount en your wC'lll
And try BUSCH s arrival to call
Hoist his beer with your friends
Fit the means to the enqs
1"hink of everythinq 00 tale 1s too tall

\\\ BUSCH®ll
~
.

-

Will he beachcomb his way into yiew?

Included 1n today ·s iss(.!e of this newspaper
you 'll find a free BUSCH® MOUNTAIN wall
poster. complete with all the instructions
you·11 need to be the first to call with the
mystery·s solution . Take 11 out and look at
aH the parts . This poster shows lots of·
places where BUSCH Cassidy might be
found . Be the first on your campus to
answer the question :
Where will BUSCH Cassidy
com~ into view from the
far s'1de of the mountain?

~\_
~~

Will he ride a long log down the hill?

\

~l'C1'

~-=-

HEAP FOR THE MOUNTAINS

Anheus er-Busc h Inc . Brewers ol RUSC H B!'t·• • St l n 11 1s M1 s'lo w 1 l JS/\

Don·t be left out! If your complementary BUSCH® Beer
poster 1s missing. copies may
be p1ck~d up at your campus
newspaper office while supply
lasts. or obtained by writing
to BUSCH Mountain. P.O.·
Box 474 . Saugatuck Station.
Westport . CT 06880 .

I.

